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It looks as though Autumn is in full swing this week with the wet
weather and cold mornings! 
Should the rain be pouring down in the morning, class teachers
will remain in their classes with their doors open for drop off,
so you can head straight in, rather than getting soggy in the
playground! Teaching Assistants will be out on the playground
to welcome you in and guide you to your classes.

Thank you to our Rowans parents who attended our coffee
morning on Wednesday. It was lovely to have visitorcoming in
to school again.



On Tuesday Oaks class participated in the under 11's tag
rugby tournament. It was wonderful to be able to take
our pupils to events again and they all had a fantastic

time.



This week in Science we have been learning about the different
kinds of skeletons that animals can have. We found out that we
have endoskeletons, which are inside us, but there are also
animals with exoskeletons, which are on the outside their body
like armour, and hydrostatic skeletons which are fluid based
animals.

We researched animals with the different skeleton types and
made a poster to show what we have learnt about them.

 



In Science this week Rowans were investigating to see whether
people with big hands also have big feet!

In Geography, we labelled countries of the UK - can you name
them all? 

 



We have been learning about the book Journey by Aaron Becker, in which a girl
finds a way into a whole new world and starts an amazing journey. She comes to
a beautiful forest which is lit by glowing lanterns, so we made our own lanterns,
carefully following instructions so that each step was done correctly. We had to
cut them out ourselves, some of us realizing that if we focus really hard, we can
cut neatly along the lines. We then spoke about our hopes and dreams, or
something that we wish could happen, which were written on flames that have
now been placed inside the lantern itself.

 


